You are welcome to write as much or as little as you like for the following questions, and of course
none are mandatory. If you would like to discuss the intent of any question, please contact
rose@satarla.com – they are intended just to provide context and a high-level overview. Your
answers will be uploaded to the website and openly available as pre-reading material, with
discussion at the event taking place on the assumption that these have been read.

1.
Please state the title of your Code / Standard + date of release for current
version. (note – if possible, please link or attach a copy of your Code / Standard)
Mongolian Code for the Public Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and
Mineral Reserves (The MRC Code), 2014
Link to download: http://www.crirsco.com/docs/The_MRC_Code.pdf

2.
Have you been actively working to improve guidance on reporting of Environment,
Social, Governance (ESG) / Sustainability aspects within your Code / Standard? If so,
please provide a brief summary of the work that has been / is being / is planned to be
carried out.
Within Mongolia, we use 2 different system for reporting of mineral resources. National
reporting code is more like raw information of every stage of researches and its results to
keep info more for government purpose. Since 2014, when we become a CRIRSCO member,
MRC Code was developed based on the CRIRSCO Template. I’ve been leading this code
development and still working on the update of the code with 2019 Template.
3.
What impact are you having / do you hope to have through the update to your
Code / Standard (note – if no updates are in place, please feel free to outline where you feel
ESG could have an impact within resources and reserves)?
Mining and exploration companies are facing difficulties of environmental, social, and
government issues these days in Mongolia. It’s important that government, companies or
professionals to understand what information can be a public for reporting and who can be
responsible for reporting. Which part of the information can be sensitive to politics and how
we deal with. System for reporting of Mineral resources in Mongolia is not used to use a
public coding yet. We are working on that but need more supports through educating,
experiencing and mentoring from like your organisation.
4.
Have you / your National Reporting Organisation / any member professional
organisation developed any materials (formal or otherwise) that may be useful to other
codes / standards / interested parties? If so, please provide links to them here or provide
details on how they can be shared. (please note – if these materials cannot be shared,
please feel free to still share knowledge of their existence and a contact person if
appropriate).

MPIGM is only established in 2014 to compare for example SME, AusIMM or CIM
established mote than 100 years ago. We are learning and trying to adopt best experiences
for a public reporting of mineral resources in Mongolia.
I have been involving some national specific guidance’s but these are not bridgeable to a
public system for an international use.
5.
Are you seeking any support / materials / ideas / content from other codes /
standards? If so, please outline.
For development of the MRC Code, I am seeking to use specially JORC Code, SME Guide,
PERC Code and SAMREC Code as well as other CRIRSCO member codes.
I am still working on the bridging document between MRC Code and Mongolian national
system but it doesn’t go well. I probably need some support on that.

6.
Any final comments / suggestions re. ESG specifically within resource and reserves
codes that you would like to share?
I would like to keep contacted in the future for any online professional development
program for MPIGM members to organise.
Thank you for this event and wish you all the best and success.
Gerlee Bayanjargal
Executive Director and Founder of MPIGM
FMPIGM (CGeo), MAusIMM (CP Geo)

